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ABSTRAC1’
investigations of the sca state bias in altimeter mcasurcmcnts of sca surface height
have been reported by many authors based on aircraft, sea tower and satellite borne
observations, resulting in several proposed algorithms of the form SSB = c1 ] where H is
the significant wave height (SWl 1) and c is a nondimensional function of wind and wave
parameters. The reported values for empirical coefficients in these algorithms differ
widely. In the present work, based cm the most complete set of satellite mcasurcmcnts
(Gcosat altimeter) employed for such studies, all known algorithms are rated, ‘l-he most
popular, linear Geophysical Model Function (GM}:), of the form c = ao + allJ, is shown
to yield an improvement over the simplest GMF with a constant c. A three-parameter
linear form & = ao + alU + azl I produces even better results. I lowcver, the accuracy of
the polynomial models is below that obtained with a two-parameter, physically-based
GMF relating c to the pseudo-wave-age & E = M~-m . “1’he ~ is estimated using altimeter
wind U and SW] 1: ~ = A(gl lflJ)v where A and v arc constants. All models arc tested on
global data as well as on a few selected regional data sets. For all SSII models, empirical
parameters yielding best results for global data sets produce poor results for certain
regions. By analyzing performance and parameters of different models wc conclude
that further progress can hardly bc achicvcd by mising the degree of the polynomial for
c(U J ]), Ph ysicall y-based approaches employing a small number of adjustable parameters
and theoretically justified x~or~-di~llcl~sio]lal combinations of cxtexnal wind and wave
factors appear to bc more promising.
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1. lnfroduction
The accuracy of range measurements by prcscn( satellite altimeters onboard IRS-1
and Topcx is about 2 cm - in terms of the distance between the satellite antenna and the
apparcn t mean sca level. I/or Topcx, the accuracy of satellite or-bit determination is
better than 10 cm (in terms of the altitude), which is achicvcd due to the use of the laser
and Doppler (DORIS) satellite tracking, as WCII as due to the low drag on the satellite
flying at the 1336 km altitude and rcccnt improvements in gravity field models. ‘J’bus,
the task of accounting for the sea state bias (SS13) - which may WCII exceed 10 cm moves to the forefront. SS11 is the difference between the apparent mean sea level - as
“seen” by an altimeter - and the true mean sea level - defined as the mean height found by
averaging the surface elevation field over the footprint area. ‘J%e SS11 correction,
according to theoretical prediction [Glazman and Srokosz, 1991] varies bet wecn 1 and 20
cm - depending on the significant wave height (SWJ 1), wave age and other factors.
l~xpcrirnental data indicate that this prediction is reasonable.
While a number of algorithms for the SS13 correction have been proposed in rcccnt
years, their actual performance under realistic ocean conditions has not been tested.
More importantly, there is considerable disagmcmcnt in the literature as to the functions]
form in which SS11 is to be sought. Most of the contemporary models assume SS13 to be
linear] y proportional to S WJ 1. ‘J-hc proportionality coefficient, c, (introduced by equation
(1)) is (almost linearly) related to the local wind. An cxccption is given by a physicallybased model [Glaztnan and Srokosz, 1991; lit and Glaztnan, 1991] which indicates that,
for global data, the SS11 dependence on SWJ 1 is weaker: at a given wind, SSB is
approximately proportional to the square root of SW}], although the wind speed
dependence of the proportionality coefficient remains close to linear. “J’hc theory
suggests that SS11 is controlled primarily by the degree of the sea development which can
bc crudely quantified by two non-dimensional parameters - the wave age and the ratio of
the wind fetch to the intrinsic inner scale of the gravity wave turbulence. Practical
implementation of this model requires expressing these factors in terms of the satellitcrcportcd quantities - wind speed and SWJI, which is not always possible. I’bus, the
central issue addressed by the present work is the form in which the SSB correction
should bc sought and limitations of the present paradigm.
A 2.5 year set of global Gcosa~ altimeter measurements, as described in section 4, is
employed. This data set allowed us to create a large number of subsets - both with global
and regional coverage. In sections 4 and 5 the data preparation and analysis proecdurcs
are dcscribcd in detail.

One of our main conclusions, section 7, is that none of the
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presently available empirical model functions is capable of providing uniformly valid
SS11 estimates: the SS11 models tuned on global data yield poor results for certain ocean
regions. Possible causes of such inconsistencies are discussed in sections 6 and 7.
The values of SS11 model parameters determined by lk and Glazman exhibited large
scatter (among individual satellite passes) which made it difficult to select best values for
global applications. Moreover, those parameters (as well as the parameters of other SS11
models) were affcctcd by a wave-age-related error trend in the altimeter wind speed
algorithm (the Brown algorithm). Since SS11 itself is a function of the wave age, the
Brown algorithm imported ambiguity into the SS11 model. Recently [Glaznlan and
Grcysukh, 1993], new wind speed algorithms were developed in which the wavc-agcrclatcd error trend is reduced to a gcophysicall y-insignificant level. I lcrc wc shall usc the
algorithm that uses a smooth classifier as described in section 6 of that paper. “l-his model
function allows one to obtain unbiased parameters for SS13 models and reduces the scatter
in the values of these parameters. l’hc refined model parameters for all S SB algorithms
arc reported in section 5.
According to the prcsentl y accepted tcrminolog y, SS13 is the total error in sca level
measurements caused by various effects of sea surface roughness. It includes two
components: one due to distortion of the reflected pulse shape (“wave form”) and another
one due to a shift (delay) of the entire pulse as a who]c. I’hc first component is linearly
proportional to the sea surface skewness, <~~>/<&z>3Jz, where ~ is the surface height
affected by wind-generated waves, and the second rcprcscnts the difference between the
mean (“true”) sea surface height and the mean height of the specular facets of an
undulating water surface. These facets produce reflection of the incident radar signal
back to the satellite. The difference is often referred to as the IIM bias (for electromagnetic). In the present work we investigate the total error, i.e., SS11. ~’hc theory of
sea level measurements is described, e.g., by Brown [ 1977], } layne [1980], Barrick and
l.ipa [ 1985], Rodriguez [ 1988] and Glazman and Srokosz [ 1991]. ‘I%c latter work
focuses on effects of open ocean waves emphasizing sea wave dynamics and statistics.
Relationships expressing SS11 as a function of sea state parameters are briefl y rcvicwcd in
the next section and a few comments rcgardjng the interpretation of cxpcrimcntal results
arc also suggested. A statistical technique employed to estimate empirical parameters in
the models is presented in section 3, and the corresponding calculations arc reported in
section 5. In section 6, wc rate different SS13 models according to their accuracy and
offer rccol~~r~~c~~datiol~s for future work.
2. Sea state bias and its geophysical model function

I’hc SS11 is usually sought in the form
1~=-cll

(1)

where & is a non-dimcnsiona] coefficient varying from 0.01 to 0.06- as follows from a
large number of studies (reviewed by Walsh et al. [ 1989], Chelton et al. [ 1989] and
Melville et al. [ 1991]), and H is the significant wave height (usually denoted as 111/~).
This form has a theoretical basis [Jackson, 1979], [Glazman and Srokosz,, 1991]. The
theory also predicts that &, which accounts for both the distortion of the return pulse shape
and the delay in the pulse return, is a function of the wave age ~ and of the mtio of the
intrinsic surface microscalc, h, to the wind fetch, X.
& =

I’(5, h/x) ,

(2)

where
\=C”

(3)

U is the mean wind above the sea surface, CO is the phase velocity of the dominant
(spectra] peak) waves. Parameter h has been introduced earlier [Glazman, 1986]. Its
estimate for developed seas [Glazman and Weichman, 1989] is about 0.5 m. Under
additional assumptions, detailed in section 8 of [Glazman and Srokosz,, 1991], the
dependence of c on hlX can be fomgonc: implying that h/X in (2) can be replaced by a
constant (understood as the average -4X> representative of the global data set) one is
left with & = I@. Since the actual wind fetch is usually unknown (and poorly defined),
this simplification is of great practical value. Specifically, the SSB coefficient c can bc
approximated by

&=pq&-m,

(4)

where M and rn are constants [Glazman and Srokosz, 1991], [Fu and Glazman, 1991].
Relationship (4) is highly useful because, under idealized sea conditions, ~ can bc
estimated given the mean wind and the significant wave height [Glamnan et al, 1988]
from altimeter measurements:
~ = A(gll/U2)v

(5)

Parameters A and v have been dctcrmincd thcorcticall y [Glazman and Srokosz, 1991;
Glazman, 1993] as well as experimentally [Glazman and Pilorz,, 1990; Glazman, 1993]:
A = 3.21, v = 0.31. When the sea conditions arc more complicated than those required
for a rigorous justification of (5), the latter should bc viewed as an ad hoc function
whose rclcvancc is to be tested by observations. Equation (5) then provides a measure of

sca dcvclopmcnt which should bc appropriately called the “pseudo wave age” [I;u and
Glazman, 1991]. Based on large amounts of data, this quantity has been shown to bc
practically useful, and radar return has been found to depend on ~ in a fashion consistent
with the theoretical predictions [Glazman and Pilorz, 1990].
Aircraft and tower-based radar experiments have suggested that, for a given radar
frequency, c can bc sought as a function of U [~hoy et al., 1984], [Walsh et al., 1984,
1991 ] or of U and 11 ID [Melville et al., 1991]. ‘l-he corresponding empirical relationships
have been sought in the form:
c= ao + alU-+ azll

(6)

Since U is usually estimated based on the radar cross section CJO, an alternative form
c== ao + al/002+ azll

(7)

has also been proposed [Melville et al,, 1991]. Relationship (6) with az=() is supportect by
actual satellite data - as reported by Ray and Koblinsky [1991]. Empirical coefficients all
reported by different authors arc summarized in Table 1.
Of course, equations (6) and (7) arc physically meaningless, unless parameters an can
bc interpreted in terms of appropriate climcnsional quantities. It turns out that such a
physically-based interpretation is possible, for example - by using (4) and (5).
Apparently, oJm can approximate (4) and (5) by
& = F(U,ll) = C(I -I CIU+ cz]]i c31JII + C4U2+- C5112 -I . . .

(8)

where dimensional coefficients Cn can be found from a Taylor series expansion of
I;(E~,ll)) about some (mean) values of U and } I. Such an exercise would immediately
demonstrate that: (i) equation (6) must include additional terms in order to parametrize
the dependence of

c on

sea conditions for a sufficiently wide mnge of sea states, and (ii)

the coefficients of expansion, being functions of the mean U and 11, depend on the choice
of these mean values. Therefore, when determined empirically, the coefficients all in the
GMFs (6) and (8) will differ among different investigators, unless such a determination is
based on a global data set representing a statistically faithful sample of all possible sea
states.
Pmctically, encumbering equation (6) with additional terms would greatly complicate
the task of empirical “tuning” all these coefficients. Hvcn the simplest, linear, form of (8)
- as presented by (6) - contains a greater number of adjustable coefficients than does the
physically-based mode] (4). Therefore, the most practical approach to the problem is 10

usc the theoretical relationships (4)-(5) directly and determine parameters M and N] w}lich
provide the best fit to the global data, in section 5, functions of type (6) and (7) arc
shown to be less advantageous for representing observed global trends, although they
may yield useful approximations for special situations and/or local conditions.
l~inally, let us clarify a few important points regarding the interpretation of aircraft
and tower-based observations. The physical cause of SS11, as understood by most
cxpcrimcntalists, appears to be somewhat different from that accepted in theoretical
literature. However, the two views can be reconciled in a special case of a poorly
developed sea. Expcrimcntalists, especially those working with narrow-beam radars at
small altitude [Yaplcc et al., 1971; ~hoy et al,, 1984; Walsh et al., 1984,1989,1991;
Melville et al., 1991], record time history of the radar power returning from a small
illuminated spot (under 2 meter in diameter) of an undulating sea surface. Dependence of
the return power on the position ~i of the spot with respect to the phase of the dominant
water wave is of main interest in such studies: greater reflection from wave troughs in
comparison to that from wave crests is related to the electromagnetic bias in altimeter
measurements. Practically, the em. bias can be cs[imated as
(9)

where ~()(~i) is the power returned from a spot centered at xi and summation (over i)
covers a sea surface patch enclosing many dominant wave lengths [Melville et al., 1991].
According to theory based on geometrical optics, radar backscatter comes from small
surfi~ce facets oriented perpendicular to the radar beam. 1 lence, “brighter” wave troughs
and “darker” wave crests mean that a large number of smaller-scale ripples having
specular facets arc distributed over the large-scale, i.e. dominant, wave shape in a highly
non-uniformly fashion : these ripples arc rare near the crests of dominant waves and
numerous near the troughs. in a sea characterized by a narrow-band wave spectrunl, the
crests of large-scale-waves arc of course above the mean sea level and the wave troughs
arc below. It is then natural to expect that (9) will produce a reasonable estimate of the
sea state bias. 1 lowcve~ in a developed sea characterized by a continuous hierarchy of
surface wavclcts of all sizes, many of the wave troughs arc found above the mean sea
level and many wave crests below, and the very notion of wave crests and troughs
bccomcs meaningless [Glaman and Weichman, 1989]. Results based on (9) will be
unacceptably sensitive to the size of the radar footprint and to the electromagnetic
frequency: the latter determines the characteristic size of the sea surface areas playing the

role of individual spccu]ar reflectors.

‘J’his is why the results of “sea state bias”
mcasurcmcnts using narrow-beam, low-altitude radars arc difficult to extrapolate to the

case of satellite altimeter observations. This conclusion is confirmed by the analysis
prcscntcd in sections 5 and 6.

3. l)ctcrmina(ion of SSB based on satellite al~inwkr data
While tower-based and aircraft tneasuremcnts in principle allow comparison between
the altimeter-reported sea surface height and the true mean sca lCVC1, global
measurements by a satellite altimeter cannot bc chcckcd by in sifu observations.
Determination of SSB then has to bc carried out by examining variations in the altin~ctcrrcported sea level and extracting a component that is duc exclusively to variations of sca
surface roughness associated with wind-gcncratcd waves. A tcchniquc that has proved
highly successful was probably first used for this task by Born et al. [ 1982], More
rcccntly, modifications of this tcchniquc were used by Zlotnicki et al, [ 1989], Ray and
Koblinsky [1991] and Fu and Glaman [ 1991]. The same basic approach is implemented
in the present work: we seek an optimal dcpcndcncc of SS11 on wind-wave characteristics
by minimizing the total variance <(A~)2> of all sca lCVC1 increments calcu]atcd for
geographic points of interest. In contrast to the previous work, wc shall use large sets of
points uniformly covering an ocean area, i.e., sampled from many satellite passes. This
will allow us to better understand variability of the model parameters as functions of
environmental conditions.
global applications.

Ultimately, wc shall detenninc the optimal parameters for

I~t the altinmtcr-reported sea surfiice height at a horizontal position i and time n bc tbc
sum of the true height, ~~”c, the uncertainties in the gcoid, satellite orbit and similar
factors unrc]ated to sca surface roughness and denoted summarily as h i , and the SSH
denoted as q. :
1
~i(n) = ~

y(n) +

hi(n)+ qi(n)

(lo)

q’hc total variance sought is the average of all temporal increments squared over all time
steps for each point i (and then over all points):
<(A~)z> = (1/N)X (~i(n) -~i(k))z

(11)

where summation is done with respect to i, k and n (n # k). l:or each point i, the total
number J of increments is K(K- 1 )/2 where K is the number of sca surface height
mcasurcmcnts made at that point during altimeter observations. IJinally, the total number
N of terms in (11) is J“] where 1 is the number of points for which altimeter data have
been used, Assuming that neither <~uc nor h i arc correlated with ‘q i , equation (11)
can bc simplified by setting the mean of all products (AC ~“cAIl i ) and (Ah i An i ) to
zero. Moreover, one can also assume ~ ~uc and h i to bc uncorrc]ated, although this
assumption is not critical for the success of the approach. I&t us denote the averaging
operation by <> and write the cnd result as:
<(A~)z> = <(Ai/,)2> + <(Aq)~>

(12)

w}mrc AZ= [~iwuc(n) + hi(n) ] - [~ ~(k) + h i(k)]. One particular advantage of this
approach is that all time-invariant components (SUC}] as the geoid uncertainty) of the total
error in sca surface height arc cancclcd. Ncvcrt}~clcss, the contribution of <(A~)2> to
<(A~)2> is much smaller than that of <(AZ.)2>, for the sca lCVC1 variability is dominated
by surface oscillations associated with ocean circulation, tides, mcsoscalc eddies, etc.,
rather than by effects of wind-generated surface gravity waves.
lncrcmcnts Aq am expressed in terms of wind-wave parameters:
An= c(n)]](n) - c(k)II(k) ,

(13)

where subscript i is omitted for brevity. The usc of (1 )-(4) yields:
AII = M[{-m(n)ll(n) - ~- m(k)]](k)],

(14)

}hnpirica] values of M and m arc found by minimizing <(A~)2> as a function of these
parameters. In l~ig. 1 wc illustrate this function for a case of global observations. Other
forms of q i, in particular those based on (6), (7) or (8), can bc used as WCII, in whit%
case the parameters to bc optimized arc an or Cn , rcspcctivcly.
As discussed in the next section, in place of the sca surface height ~, wc actually use
the deviations of the measured height from the height obtained by averaging at a given
point of all the observations over the entire period. 1 lowcvcr, it is easy to show that

rclations}lips (12) and (13) remain just as valici for these deviations as they arc for the real
heights ~i(n).
4. (hwsat data employed

The NOAA/National Ocean Survey Geophysical Data Record CD-ROMS (Chcncy et
al., 199 1) were used. They differ from the older version of the Gcosat data (Chcney et al.,
1987) by the usc of a more accurate GHM-7’2 orbit (1 laines et al., 1990), water vapor
correct ions derived from TOVS data (Emery et al., 1990) prior to July 1987 and from
SSM/1 data (Wentz, 1989) after that date, and the correction of software errors in the
computation of Schwiderski’s tidal model (Chcney, 1991, pers, comm.). “J’hcse data were
edited for blunders, regriddcd to a uniform set of alongtrack iatitudcs (Zlotnicki et al.,
1990), and diffcrenccd from the most complctc track (see Zlotnicki, 1991 for a summary
of the method). Residual orbit error was removed as dcscribcd below. Finally, the sea
surface height residuals from the 1987-88 mean sca lCVCI were generated - bccausc the
gcoid is not known to sufficient accuracy at this time.
The GEM-T2 orbit, like its predecessors, is the result of a dynamically consistent
computation, where the satellite’s orbital parameters arc adjusted to the tracking data
(Doppler in the case of Gcosat) but arc constrained to obey the equations of motion of the
satellite subject to (imperfect) models of the forces (gravity, drag, solar pressure, etc)
acting on the satellite. The CJ13M-T2 orbit computation leaves a 30 cm rms residual orbit
error: 17.0 cm in 1987 and 40.1 cm rms in 1988, duc to increased solar activity in the
second half of 1988, which incrcascs insufficiently modeled drag forces on the satellite.
‘1’hcsc values were reduced by fitting and removing a once per revolution sine function
fitted over a complctc period of the satellite (approxirnatcly 6037.5 sec or 40,030 km
alongtrack). After orbit error removal, the mean sea lCVCI at each latitude-longitude point
over 1987-88 was computed and removed from the time series for that point. Blunders
were presumed whenever sea lCVC1 residuals exceed five times the rms of the data either
alongtrack (flxcd time within 100 rein) or at fixed latitude-longitude; such blunders were
removed, the residual orbit correction was recomputed and the process iterated up to four
times, or fewer if no more bhlndcrs were dctcctcd.
‘Me final product of these steps arc sea lCVC1 residuals from a 2.5 year mean,
approximately every 7 km alongtrack, repeated once every 17.05 days along cac}) track,
with parallel neighboring tracks occurring some 164 km (at the 1 ;~uator) and 3.0 days
later to the east, plus another set of paral]cl tracks in the other (ascending or dcsccnding)
direction.
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in orcicr to reduce adverse influcncc of “bad” mcasurcmcnts, wc eliminated cases with
cxccssivcly large satellite at[i[udc ang]cs (i.e., when the off-nadir pointing angle cxccwkxi
0.82 dcgrcz w}lich was found earlier [Glazman and Pilorz, 1990] to distort 00 and SW] 1),
Also eliminated arc cases with GO <6 dll and GO > 25 dB, and SWII <0.1 m.
llulhcrmorc, a nine-point median filter was applied to the sca lCVC1, SWH and OO - in
order to rcducc rncasuremcnt noise and to bc able to compare the present results with
those of the previous work [liL] and Glazman, 1991]. Possible influcncc of this filtering
on the results is discussed in section 6. 1 ‘inally, these three parameters were subsamplcd
every third point along the tracks.

S. lhpcrimental procedure
in this section wc provide a detailed description of “cxpcrimcnts” carried out in this
work, while the intcrpwtation of the results is given in section 6.
Besides rating various SS1] algorithms, wc want to assess the variability of the sca
state bias and its sensitivity to wind speed and wave agc under different types of
environmental conditions. Ultimately wc need to derive statistically significant values of
optimal model parameters for global applications, Thcrcforc, our present usc of satellite
data is rather different from that dcscribcd by Pu and Glazman [1991] and by other
authors. lhnploying data separately for each individual satellite track, I~G obtained 16
sets of model parameters - corresponding to the number of orbits used. These were then
averaged to obtain model parameters appropriate for global applications. Unfortunately,
those 16 orbits did not provide a uniform global covcragc, hence the question of their
reprcscntativcncss with respect to global data remained open. ]n the present work, wc
subset the data not by the orbits but by the regions which include all relevant satellite
orbits. Onc of the regions is the entire ocean, for which wc assembled 20 global data
subsets composed of 163 points each, provi~iing uniform global coverage. ‘1’hcsc points
gcncratcd up to 55,000 pairs of ~i to form sca lCVCI diffcrcnccs. }~or each region under
study (shown in Pig. 2), including globai subsets, wc estimated the optimal model
parameters, the mean wind, mean S WI 1, mean pseudo wave agc {, mean “gcncraliwi
wind fetch” (15), and the
. <(A~)2>]fl before and after the SSB correction. Most of these
paramctcfi arc sunlnlari7ti in ‘1’able 2. ‘J’hc last row gives the mean values for the global
subsets.
Selecting the regions shown in l~ig. 2 wc tried to cover most diverse conditions to scc
if variations in the SS1; behavior am related m regional anomalies. For instance, regions
1 and 4 are characterized by a rclativc]y small variability of the mean sca lCVC1 rcficcting a low lCVC1 of mcsoscalc dynamic activity. Regions 7 and 8 have much higher
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activity in terms of total <(A~)2>1/2. Regions 2 and 8 arc characterized by relatively
poorly ctcvcloped seas - as reflected in the low values of both pseudo wave agc ~ and
pseudo wind fetch X, whcmas regions 1,3, 6 and 7 rcprcscnt mature seas. In l;igurc 3

wc

regional variation in the behavior of the SS13 coefficient c(~). “1’his plot is based on
rcprcscnt i ng c(Q in the form be-t b I ~-tb?,~2 for which parameters were ctctcrmi ncd as
optimal coefficients for individual regions. This flexible form does IIOt constrain c(~) to a
show

particular behavior such as, for instance, a power law (4). “1’hc reader is also invited to
plot an analogous set of curves for a linear wind algorithm by employing the coefficients
ao and al provided in Table 2.

Such plots illustrate the great diversity of wind-wave

intcmc(ion conditions characterizing individual ocean regions, and arc further discussed
in the next section.
7’hc statistically significant optimal model parameters for global applications were
obtained as averages over the 20 global subsets. To test these parameters and to compare
the global SS13 model to the other models, wc ul(imatcly crcatcd three indcpcndcnt
subsets of global data,, each composed of up to 400 points which had not been used in the
derivation of the Jnodel parameters. I/or these three subsets wc estimated <(ATI)2>112 for
all algorithms under consideration. l:or each SS11 model, variations in the values of
<(Aq)2>l~ among the test subsets were insignificant,
‘1’hc only quantitative measure of improvement of altimeter mcisurcmcnts which can
bc assessed based on satellite data alone is (}1c mean squared dccrcmcnt <(A?I)2> by
which the total sea lCVC1 variance <(A~)T> is rcduccd owing to the S SB correction: the
greater this dccrcment, the better the model performance. The square root of this
quantity, called here the “accuracy gain,” is rcpormd in Table 1 for all algorithms tested
including the optimized algorithms based on (6). It has been obtain as the average over
the t}mx test subsets.
I’hc “gcncralizcd wind fetch” X, defined as

x== g(wup ,

(15)
[Glazman, 1987; Glaz,man and Pilorz, 1990], characterizes the ratio of the wave energy
density (per.unit surface area) to the mean wind kinetic energy density (per unit volufilc)
and, under special conditions, is linearly proportional to the conventional geometric fetch.
‘J’his quantity, estimated based on altimeter mcasurcmcnts of U and 1 I, is provided in
Tab]c 2 and is discussed in the next section.
l{quation (4) was employed by IJG in the form E = A(~/ ~ )-m w h e r e ~ is the
mean p.scudo-wave-agc. In the present work wc arc using the form (4) dircct]y. Since PI
= A ~ m and ~ is known, these two forms arc equivalent, and in ‘1’able I WC, l~rovidc, t rl
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and M based on both the I~G estimate and the present work. “1’hc scatter of rn and M
values among the 20 global subsets is illustrated in Figure 4. Comparing this plot with
the rwsul(s mportcd by FG for 16 satellite orbi[s one finds a significant decrcasc in the
scatter of the cxpcrimcntal values of m and M. Wc arc inclined to attribute this
improvement to two factors: the present usc of statistically similar global subsets and the
present usc of a mom accurate wind speed algorithm [Glazman and Grcysukh, 1993].
The minimization of <(A~)2> as a function of ao, al and az in (6) or of m and M in
(4) was carried out using a quasi-Newton method and a finite-diffcrcncc gradient
[Dennis and Schnabcl, 1983]. ‘1’his method is implcmcntcd in the IMSI. routine
I>UMINF.

Along with the derivation of the optimal mode] parameters, we found it

instructive to plot c(A~)2>, as shown in figures 1, 5, 6 and 7. lndccd, the prcsencc of a
WC1l defined minimum of this function, as found in Pigurc 1, confirms that a given SS11
model is robust and its optimal parameters can bc established unambiguously. If the
minimum is difficult to identify, as is the case of

Figures

6 and 7, the model is lCSS

reliable.
A SS13 model can be dcclarcd successful only if it rcduccs the total variance of sca
ICVC1 increments by an amount cxcccding that resulting from the simplest standard model
SSB= ao 011. l’hcreforc, we also estimated the optimal constant c = ao for each data
subset and the corresponding accuracy gain <(A~)z>, reported in ‘1’ablcs 1 and 2.
6. Analysis of the rcsulls
1. Uxisting SS11 models
Comparing the accuracy gains in the last column of Table 1, wc find that the best
performance among all existing SS1] models is achicvcd by the wave-agc-based model
(4)-(5). All three algorithms A, 13 and C proposed by Melville ct al. - equations (6) and
(7) with the coefficients listed in Table 1- lead to an increase rather than a decrease in the
total variance of surface height increments <(A~)2>. ‘1’hc GMF proposed by Walsh ct al.
[ 1991] dots improve the accuracy of sca ICVC1 mcasurcmcnts in comparison to that
without any SSB correction. 1 lowcvcr, the improvement is marginal. A better result is
achieved by the Ray-Koblinsky model, probably bccausc the model paramewrs have been
tuned based on global satellite observations, 1 lowcvcr, the accuracy gain is still below
that obtained with a constant c.
“1’he accuracy gain of 1.9 cm Corresponding to & G ao =0.018 can bc viewed as the
benchmark to bc surpassed by any practically useful algorithm. Jt is difficult at the,
present time to indicate the maximum accuracy again that would be achieved by the
.“pcrfcct” algorithm, although it is clear that the 2.5 cm achicvcd by two mcxicls - (4) and
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(6) - is not the limit to the inq]rovcmcnt. The fact that the optimized model parameters,
M=-O.026 and n~=O.56, found in the present work for cqua(ion (4) have not yielded an
appreciable incrcasc of the global accuracy (with respect to the accuracy gain obtained
using the Fu and Glazman parameters) indicates that model (4) is robust and can bc
recommended for global applications.
2. Critique of polynomial models,
Comparing the three linear models based on (6) and analyzed in “1’able 1, onc finds
that even the most complctc, three-pammctcr, version of (6) is ICSS accumtc than the twoparamctcr mode] (4). Remembering the comments made in section 2, this conclusion is
not unexpected. Moreover, the cxpcrimcnts Icportcd in ‘J’able 1 confirm that expressions
like (6) rcprcscnt a crude approximation to a physically-based relationship (4). lndecd,
the negative values of az appearing in Table 1 can bc obtained by expanding (4),(5) in
powers of (1 l-d l>). Onc might try to obtain a better approximation by including highcrordcr terms - as shown in (8). I Iowcvcr, such an approach is unlikely to succeed: each
additional term requires an additional empirical parameter whose determination
rcprcscnts a formidable problcm. l~igurcs 5-7 give a taste of the difficulties to be
cxpectcd here. Wc believe that more progress can bc achieved by using physically-based
models which would more fully account for the factors of sca surface’s statistical
geometry, for instance the theoretical model (2) illustrated in IJigum 8 of [Glaz,man and
Srokosz, 1991].
3. Regional studies as an indicator of additional factors of the sca state bias.
Zlotnicki ct al [1989] found that the SS11 coefficient, c, for the simplest model c = ao
differs appreciably among individual regions. In Table 2 wc provide regional values of
ao for this model, as WCII as the values of ao and al for the model (6) with az = O.
Hvidcntly, all these coefficients exhibit considerable variability, and the influcncc of the
characteristic wind speed (which varies from region to region) on c cannot explain the
regional variations of ao and of other coefficients. Based on the findings of Witmr and
Chclton [ 1991] who reported the effect of “saturation” in the values of SS}1 at high SWJ I,
onc might expect that the regional variations of ao (or of ao and al in a wind-dcpcndcnt
mode]) arc correlated with rcgiona] SWJ 1,
Pigurc 8a based on ~hc (iata of ‘!ablc 2
illustrates this dcpcndcncc for c = ao. l;vident]y, at high SW} I, c dots tend to bc small,
although onc experimental point (the Arabian Sea) provides a counter example. liigurc
8b shows the dcpcndcnce of c on X. Similarly to l;ig. 8a, the SS11 coefficient e, is small
at cxtrcmcly high values of X (points 6 and 7). Mc)rcovcr, curves 6 and 7 in IJig. 3
exhibit an exceptionally weak dcpcndcncc on ~ thus confirming the “saturation effect. ”
1 lowcvcr, points 2, 3 and 8 in Fig. 8b challcngc (his simple m(xicl. Othcr cxtcma] fimors
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summarized in ‘1’able 2, including the total sca lCVC1 variance <( A~)2>, do not show any
clear corrclat ion with the coefficient of S S11, ci(hcr.
in the last column of ‘1’able 2 wc present characteristic values of the regional SS11
obtained by multiplying the local & by the local SW11, llvidcntly, the SS}1 variations
bctwwm individual regions arc quite large - from 1.7 cm in the Arabian Sca to 7.1 cm in
the Gulf Stream Extension, and the SS11 dcpcn(icncc on wind and wave factors is more
complicated than can dcscribul based on simple models like (4) and (6). l;igurc 3 shows
a great diversity of SS11 regimes: from a virtual indcpcndcncc of & on the pseudo wave
agc - for the Southern Ocean and the Aghu]as Current region, and to a very strong
dcpcndcncc c(&) - for the Guinea rvgion of the South Atlantic, the Arabian Sca and the
North Atlantic. Therefore, the usc of SS11 nmdcls with global coefficients summarized
in “J’able 1 would lead to considerable distortions of sca ICVC1 in certain regions. The size
of these distortions (up to 4 cm) is easy to estimate by diffcrencing these curves from the
global GMF. The geographic distribution of SS11 based on the GMF (4),(5) with global
parameters is illustrated in Fig. 9, and the distribution of the pseudo wave agc is given in
liig. 10. The reader is invited to compam SS11 values in the regions marked in Fig. 2 with
those reported in Table 2.
The SS11 correction based on the global GMF appears to bc of reasonable accuracy for
1 lowcver, for applications
coarse-spatial-resolution analysis of ocean dynamics.
requiring fine resolution, the present GMf~ mcdcls must bc improved.
4. Cautionary remarks.
The present statistical technique, section 2, has certain advantages as well as
drawbacks.

The latter must bc kept in mind when comparing the present results with

those of other authors.
Onc assumption of the present method is that the SS11 as a
function of external factors is statistically independent of all other components of the
satellite-reported sea level height. Although this assumption is physically WC1l justified
for open ocean conditions, it may bc violated in (hopcfull y, a small number of) special
cases. l:or example, within enclosed basins and at sn~all local depths (e.g., the North Sea
or coastal areas of the Gulf of Mexico), the mean sea lCVCI responds to variations of wind
a!~d wave height (i.e., storm surges) rather rapidly. ‘1’his may yield an appreciable
corrclat ion between ~~uc and ?l. Furthcnnore, unccrtaint y in some of the corrections used
in altimeter data processing, for instance errors in dry troposphere and inverse barometer
corrections (both derived from a model-based atmospheric pressure rather than the actual
atmospheric pressure), may bc (weakly) corrc]atcd with the local wind, hcncc with the
factors of SSB. l~inally, the orbit correction, being based on a sine function (of the earthsize period) fitted to the sea ICVC1 for each orbit, may also cent a in some in for[l] ation about
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the global distribution of SSll (provided the spatial varia~ion of SS11 along the satellite
pass has a non-zero IIarlh-period component). ‘1’his could theoretically introduce a slight
filtering effect into the data.

All such effects arc cxpcc(cd to be insignificant.

Nonetheless, they should not be dismissed a

priory,

and their study would bc most

Wclcomc.
Of much greater impor[ancc is the effect of the spatial filtering of the input data, ‘1’hc
nine-point median filter mduccs the mcasurcmcnt noise, as dcscribcd in the cnd of section
4, and is justified if the sea lCVC1 data are to bc used in global oecan studies. lndced, the
resulting (actually, rather slight) smoothing of the data over the distance of about 60 km
is consistent with the input requirements for ocean circulation models run on a 1 by 1
degree grid. 1 lowever, this filtering also suppresses effects of the wind fetch on the sca
state biu$ which is why the present work yields slightly reduced values of c as compared
to those of other authors. ‘1’hc optimal constant ao for the simplest SS13 model, c = ao
=0.01 8, found in the present work is slightly smaller than some of the previous estimates.
1 lowcver, the spatial filtering can hardly affect our comparisons of different SS13
algorithms, for all of them arc affeeted simultaneously.
The launch of IRS-1 and Topcx/Poseidon satellites prompted ncw activity in the area
of SS11 modeling. Several techniques used by various research groups, including the
teehniqtrc dcscribcd in section 2, will eventually yield independent estimates of the,
accuracy gain by different SS11 models as WC1l as of the optimal parameters for SSB
models and the models comparisons. Since experimental procedures and criteria for
rejection of “bad” data employed by different authors arc inevitably different, it is natural
to anticipate disagreements in the results.

Some of possible discrepancies can be

eliminated if a few general rules arc followed. We rccommcnd the following. 1 ) ‘1’hc
accuracy gains (or any other quantitative measure of SS11 improvement) should be
calculated based on global subsets of points uniformly distributed over the World Ocean
and not including points used in the derivation of the model parameters. Wind and wave
statistics for such test subsets should be derived slid reported - to make sure the test data
arc statistically equivalent to those of other authors. 2) individual n~easurerncnts affected
b; known adverse teehnical characteristics of a satellite instrument s}lould be eliminated
from the data sets. l:or instance, more than a half of all Gcosat altimeter measurements
had to bc eliminated in this work bccausc of a large a~titudc angle. 3) Since SS11 is
obtained as a function of altimeter-supplied wind, the usc of different wind sped GM1~s
may also contribute to discrepancies bctwccn SS11 modc]s.

in the prcscn( work WC. used
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the wind model [Glazman and Grcysukh, 1993] characterized by the s.mallcst mean and
rms errors.
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7. Conclusions
Our analysis of regional SS11 variations showed that the actual SS11 variability is
greater than w}~at would bc obtained based on the predictions of the global GMFs.
Rcspedivcly, the maximum accuracy gain of 2.55 cm reported in “J’able 1 is probably far
below the actual, physically-based limit,
lkrther progress in SS11 modeling can hardly bc achieved by increasing the number
of terms in polynomial GM1~s. Theoretically justified models employing meaningful
combinations of cxterna] parameters appear to bc more promisir~g. Il]c pseudo wave agc
is onc SUC}I combination. 1 lowcvcr, according to both the theory and the present data,
this parameter accounts for only a par-[ of the total SSB variability. As an additional
relevant parameter, onc may try to usc the “gcncm]ized wind fetch” defined by (15).
1 lowcvcr, an additional effor[ is needed to establish its usefulness as a measure of the
actual geometric, fetch. Possibly, some additional information, for instance wind maps
based on satellite scatterometry or/and characteristic lengths of dominant surface gravity
waves available from SAR, might bc of help.
Practical estimation of SS11 based on satellite-supplied data has intrinsic limitations.
in particular, wind sped and SWI 1 do not necessarily provide a sufficient set of
parameters from which to infer the actual geometrical properties of a random sca surface
rcsponsib]c for SS13. “1’hc theory underlying the model (2)-(5) is highly idealized and
may be inadequate in certain situations. ‘I%c present analysis of regional SS11 variations,
as WCI1 as the above mentioned work by other authors, indicate that our understanding of
physics] mechanisms rwponsiblc for SS11 is incomplete: wc cannot point exactly at all
possible causes of SSB variations.
The characteristic values of c obtained in the present work arc slightly below (by
about 20 to 30 pcrccnt) the values reported in some of the previous Studies. As the most
likely cause of this discrepancy wc point at the nine-point (60 km) spatial filtering of the
data (see sections 4 and 6). However, wc crnphasize that the filtering can hardly have
any effect on our main conclusions regarding the relative performance of individual
algorithms, for it affects all the models in the same fashion.
.
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‘1’able 1, Ratings of empirical model functions for SS11 correction.
Model
I Type of
source and cxpc_rinlcnt
version

It

(c) ‘

W [91], (A)
(B)
w ;’84], (c)
R&K [91]
lMLG 1911

Airborne
radar

Radar Wind-wave
band, factors of&
GIIZ inc]udcd in
equation (#l)
u,]]; (6)
. .
14.0 00-2, 11; (7)
U ; (6)
13.6 U ; ( 6 )
5.3
U ; (6)
36.0
U : (6)

Gcosat
13.5

%%%--laltin’ctcr
I
I .inear SWJI

Esl-NQtafkw

Empirical parameters
in cqs (6), (7) and (4)
-.. . . . .
az
ao
al
.0146 I .00215 I .00389
2.15
,0163
.00291
.0025
.0179
.0014
.011
.0025
.0074
-.0019 .0012
.0015
.0066
u i
.88
.027
Optimized ( MI~s for global Gcosat
none
0.018
.00091
U ; (6) .0056
-.0022
11; (6) .0327
.00122 -.0034
U, II; (6) .0245

(6
--L@_

z

.56
.026
-L& +

Accuracy
gain
<(Aq)z>l~
cm
loss
loss
loss
1.24
N/A
N/A
1.67
2.54
data :
1.94
2.25
2.01
2.46
2.55

M[911: Mclvillcct al. [19911; W[841 and [911: Walsh et al, [19841 and [19911; R/kK
[91]: Kay and Koblinsky [ 1991]; ‘P6 [91]; c6cfficicnts ao and al ‘arc to bc ur~derstood as
M and m in cq. (4) for GMF of [Fu and Glazman, 1991]; “1. incar wind”: cq. (6) with az =
O and coefficients w and al optimized as described in section 5. “1.incar SW}]”: cq. (6)
with al = O, and ao and az optimized as described in se,ction 5. “Linear wind and SW1l ° :
eq(6) with all three coefficients optimiml. “Present” : cq. (4) with parameters M and rn
rcflncd as dcscribcd in section S, Blank cells for the values of al and az signify that the
corresponding terms arc dropped in a given GMI~.

,

Table 2

Characteristics and optimal parameters for ocoan regions

eps = at 4 al*U
MCI n rogio al valucw
total dzA2 Ops =
xi
x (m) variance
al
Region U (nI/s) H (m)
aO
aO
0.0016
1
2.9
9.9
0.020
0.005
2.0
5.8
2.1
0.0002
?
0.013
0.011
2.2
6.C
1.3
16.6
0.9
5.~
0.028
0.0028
-0.004
3
3.0
14.0
2,2
2.1
4
2.8
0.020
9.4
0.0023
5.2
1.5
0.002
1.6
5
0.016
0.0007
8.E
1.9
15.0
0.005
2,3
3.1
3.5
6
8,fl
16.6
0.015
0.0001
2.5
0.014
2.8
7
-0.0005
2.9
33.7
0.014
3.3
7.E
0.021
3.2
8
0.026
-0.0004
8.2
2.2
31.6
0.032
2.8
1.7
global
0.0009
7.1
2.6
18.8
0.018
0.006
2.7
2.3

SS13
(cm)
4.2

1.7
5.8
3.2
4.9
5.2
4.6
7.1
4.6

I~lGURIZ CAP’J’JONS for “Sea sta(c bias in satclliic altimc(ry: ..” by R. Glazman, A.
Greysukh and V. Zlotnicki
l~igurc 1. ‘J’hc total variance <(A~)2> of surface increments, equation (1 2), as a function
of parameters M (denoted as a@ and rn (denoted as al) in the SS11 model (4).
Apparcndy, near its minimum, <(A~)2> is more sensitive to variations in M than it is to
variations in m.
IJigum 2. Ocean regions sclectcd for the evaluation of sensitivity of the SS13 model to
regional factors.
l~igurc 3. SS1] coefficient c(~) estimated for individual regions. Numbers at the curves
correspond to the regions in Fig. 2.
l~igum 4, listimatcs of empirical model parameters in (4) for 20 global subsets,
l;igurc 5. llc total variance, equation (12), as a function of parameters M and al in the
sca state bias model (6) with az=O.
liigum 6. ‘J’hc total variance, equation (12), as a function of parameters a. and az in the
sca state bias model (6) with al=O.
l~igum 7. ‘Jle total variance, equation (12), as a function of parameters al and az in the
sea state bias model (6) in which ao is fixed at its optimal value.
l~igurc 8. Dcpcndcncc of the SS11 coefficient c = w obtained for each individual region
on the significant wave height, H, (upper pannc]) and the “gcncraliml wind fetch”, X,
(lower panncl), characteristic to these regions. Numbers indicate regions shown in l~ig. 2.
l:igure 9. Global distribution of SS13 calculated based on (1 ) and (4) for the 2.5 year
period of Gcosat altimeter data.

liigurc 10. Global distribution of the pseudo wave age, ~, for the 2.5 year period of
Gcosat altimeter data.
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